Growing Plants in Spaceflight Could Help Reveal How They Sense Their World

Plants may lack a brain and nervous system, but they know and respond when their environment changes. NASA-funded researcher Simon Gilroy of the University of Wisconsin-Madison is working to better understand how they do this by growing a thousand Arabidopsis thaliana plants on the International Space Station. He and his team have discovered an “information highway” that can quickly send a signal from root to tip. And their work should provide molecular targets that will let scientists tailor plants to grow better in space and on Earth, even in a flood.

When a plant grows up inside a greenhouse, safe from the wind and rain, it is more susceptible to pathogens than one raised fully outdoors. Gardeners know that to grow stronger plants, they need to provide some kind of stimulation for their seedlings, such as regularly shaking them or placing a fan nearby. But how does that shaking or gentle breeze signal to the plant that it needs to change the way it grows?

Plants don’t have a brain or nervous system, notes Simon Gilroy, a professor of botany at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. But they can sense changes to their environment, such as lower oxygen levels caused by flooding, the munching of insects, or when they have been given a shake. Gilroy would like to know how plants gain that knowledge and spread it throughout the plant.

As part of his research, Gilroy and his colleagues have sent tiny plants of a well-studied species called Arabidopsis thaliana, or mouse-ear cress, on spaceflight missions. “Going into space allows you to ask questions that are impossible to do on Earth,” Gilroy says, such as how plants know up from down. But his research is important for another reason: “If we’re going to spend any real time in space, we have to take plants with us.” Astronauts are already growing lettuce aboard the International Space Station (ISS). But if future space travelers want to grow food or flowers on Mars, we will need a better understanding of how plants respond to the spaceflight environment, Gilroy says.

A Plant’s Information Highway

Plants may not have a nervous system, but as in many organisms, their cells can communicate through the movement of calcium ions. Calcium signaling “is ubiquitous in biology,” Gilroy notes. “It’s making your heart beat. It’s making your nerves fire.”

Before he sent any experiments into spaceflight, Gilroy needed to better understand how calcium signals move through plant cells. He and his colleagues engineered Arabidopsis plants so that cells would glow green when calcium levels were low and red when they increased. The researchers placed a drop of salty water on a plant’s root—those cells turned red. Then cells nearby changed color, and soon the researchers could see a wave of calcium traveling through certain layers of the plant’s cells all the way to its top.

This was the first time scientists could see such a calcium signal moving through a plant; it traveled at a speed of about eight cells, or a few millimeters, per second. “That’s not as fast as nerve conduction, but at a biological level, that is a really rapid communication,” Gilroy says. “It’s almost like there’s an information highway that’s plumbed into the plant.” His team reported their finding in 2014 in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

Calcium signaling is thought to be important to how plants respond to many different stressors, including hypoxia. For his first spaceflight experiment in March 2013, Gilroy and his team wanted to examine how Arabidopsis plants respond to a low-oxygen environment. On the ground, hypoxia is a frequent condition, occurring, for example, when plants get flooded. But it also is thought to develop around the roots of plants grown in space, because there is no gravity there to aid gas convection.
The researchers had to pack their experiment into a small cylinder called a BRIC (for Biological Research in Canisters). Each BRIC held five or six Petri dishes full of Arabidopsis seeds. On the ISS, the cylinder was warmed up so that the plants would start growing. And after eight days, an astronaut added a chemical that stopped the growth process, “fixing” the plants at that point in their development.

After the plants returned to Wisconsin, Gilroy and his team extracted RNA from the small seedlings and from controls on the ground. The RNA will tell them which genes were turned on inside a plant and to what degree. The researchers are now analyzing the RNA patterns and will determine the differences between plants grown during spaceflight and on the ground.

“The learning curve for doing space science is really steep,” Gilroy notes, and “opportunities for putting experiments into space are fantastic.” So Gilroy’s second BRIC experiment had another component that was part of NASA’s GeneLab project. This project is gathering datasets from spaceflight—such as protein expression and genomic data—and releasing them to the public via an online repository (http://genelab.nasa.gov/data).

For Gilroy’s contribution to GeneLab, his team included in their BRIC containers several ecotypes of Arabidopsis. Each ecotype represents a well-studied population of plants from a different geographic location. Similar to Gilroy’s other experiments, these plants will have their gene expression data analyzed.

The open-source data “should spawn a bunch of new experiments,” Gilroy says. Or theoretically, he says, “your grandmother sitting in front of her laptop can download the data and work out what happened in space.”
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